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Stanislavsky

THE IUAGINATION :

Exercise taking the image of a flower and then

noving around. talking‘cmd doing many different things. still

holding to the image of the flower. if something on the

stage is performed without previous or simultaneouu imaging-

tion. then it is dry. But if. around your busineso. there is

tho "aura" of the imagination“ you have gone throughhthen

there is the charm of art there.

Exercise getting up and taking :1 position; but do

it in your imagination only. Then try to do it in reality.

Then re-inmgino it more strongly. and do it again.

Now have the image of a red scarf on the chair. ‘

walk around. having a connection to the scarf all the “time.

If you feel the necessity ’to step and study the image more

carefully and closely in your imagination. that is just what

is needed.

Question: Is there a way of studying the thing objectively

and subjectively?

Answer: If you are thinkin , then it is not quite right. but

if you are imagining and showing first. then it is more cor—

rect. But it in not possible to distinguish. The series of
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exercises will distinguish so that the more showing you do

the hotter. '

Memory gives us the possibility oi‘ understanding

how exact our imagination can be. but there is more freedom

to create later on. and memory will not take so‘much part in

it. First the imagination that we have exercised by means of

the memory. then we will get the habit to bo exatt even by

‘ imagining a dragon, which we have never socn.’ Ii‘ I know

that in my imagination I have to 55g a dragon moving. then I

have to'be able to sea eyeryt'ning. The only aim is to train

our imagination so that it will become absolutely concrete.

Questiom Then you should use your memory?

Answer: You should not use the memory which will take as

much part in the exercise as it has to if you imagine. The

more you are visualizing. the more right it is. and the more

you are claculating. the more incorrect it is.

Question: It is necesSary to go through the physical procoss

of imagining my body in motion. but it seems to me to put in

my way an extra step by imagining myself outside myself. It

complicated the problem for me.

Answer: It is very necessary to imagine one's own body. In

the ideal case we have to have two experiences of ourselves,

absolutely from outside. and at the same time absolutely aware

of everything on the outside. This complete having oneself

in one'e ovm control includes both things. I must know
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exactly how I look - it is painful. but it has to be. Then

I can plunge into everything I wish... Later on my instinct

will govern and lead me so that all my shortcomings and my

positive attributes will be used in the right way.

'During our first period of work with Stanislavsky.

he stressed very much — during the first period of creating

his method - that everything was from inside and we must for-

get how we looked. It was a lopsided thing - we were vory'

rich inside, but nothing came out because we didn't Know how

we looked. Then it was discovered that both things had to

be developed: you are sure that you are inwardly rich. and

you know how you look from the outside. 30 for a. short period

of time certain exercises may shock one. but it will pass.

guestiom' When I attempted to get up I found I had to put Her

hands dovm to help me. and I was very unsatisfied with the

picture I had developed.

Answerx That is just the thing which trains our imagination

to be more and more exact.

Question; Are we not supposed to‘have a feeling of the whole

picture?

Answer: 01‘ course. '

Question: Is it useful in this exercise to do much in relation

 

to drawing and sculpture?

Answor: It can be very useful but from another point of View:

to awaken certain fire which is in us. but which is supressed
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by our kind of living. We do not use our inner psychological

fire. We can choose any piece of sculpture by miohaolangelo.

and imagine it. and try to justify it in our imagination, and

then we will realize what fire hichaelangelo had.

Exercise:

Imagine a figure of a beggar leaning against a wall.

and see only one thing - the figure is calm and the head and

eyes are lowered. Now imagine the beggar looking up at you

and begging with his eyes for aims. Imagine it and then

incorporate it. It is much flnor and more imaginative because

the beggar is no longer ourselves. We will see that our

bodies are not flexible enough, and our imaginations are not

active enough. Then we must imagine again the same thing

and do it again. In this way we will train our bodies to

become more flexible.

QUALITIES OF MOVEHEHT - NOLDING, FLOATING. FLYING, AND

RADIATING:

Exercise:

We will do the following exercise on the basis of

the four qualities - moldina, floating. flyinc, and radiatinn.

fiarch with the center in the chest. using the various quali-

ties. The conter in the chest makes our bcdies beautiful from

inside - the feeling that we are beautifully built. We are

strong in our bodies. We are sound and healthy. We are large

and tall. We are strong. We are active. we are full of
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activity and energy. We are able to fly. Close your eyes

and imagine you are flying under the ceiling. We are light.

We are healthy and strong. Our arms and hands are beauti—

fully floxlble and free. The center in our chest makes us

strong. light. and free.


